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Abstract. In this paper, we have proposed a new paradigm
for user scheduling in large-scale multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) time division duplexing (TDD) system. In
this paper, we have selected the users from different groups
with semi-orthogonal (SO) and random criterion. We separate the users in different groups with the K-means clustering algorithm which assigns the users into different
groups. After user groups are so determined, we use two
new user selection paradigms where users are selected in
two methods - firstly we select the users in intra-group
those are SO with each other along with it also SO with
other groups’ users. Secondly, users are selected from
inter-group those are SO with each other also SO with
other group users. In both the selection schemes antennas
are scheduled based on the maximum gain of the channel.
In the results, it is noticed that in intra-group with semiorthogonal user selection (SUS) and antenna selection (AS)
using the zero-forcing (ZF) precoding shown the highest
systems rate. We also evaluated the computation cost of
our modified proposed algorithm which is exposed in table1. We explored the efficiency of the proposed schemes
through MATLAB simulations.
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1. Introduction
The high data-rates have an ever-increasing requirement from the last few years in the wireless communication
network. Few advanced technologies have been proposed
like multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) with time
division duplex (TDD), frequency division duplex (FDD),
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), nonorthogonal multiple access (OFDM) to meet this demand.
But the difference between the exponential growth of demand and supply of data-rates in wireless communication
system is always increasing. For this requirement a new
technology is looked for in wireless communication network. An advanced technology so-called large-scale
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MIMO or massive MIMO has been proposed in [1] to provide services for this demand. This technology has the
advantage of significantly increasing the system sum-rate
by adding large number of antennas at the base station (BS)
to simultaneously serve huge number of users. This
emerging technology has many benefits such as system
robustness, higher throughput, lower power consumption,
simple signal processing technique, simplified multiple
access layer. Additionally, it significantly enhanced the
system sum-rate and minimized the computational cost
[2–4]. A lab demo about the advantages of massive MIMO
is also exposed in [5], [6].
It is observed that in massive MIMO network huge
number of antennas are deployed at the transmitter and
receiver sides. These give the system more degrees of freedom, resulting in higher reliability and system capacity. By
simultaneously serving to many users, massive MIMO
might be a suitable technology for providing higher system
data-rate and throughput. But, to achieve the channel state
information (CSI) at the transmitter side is a very difficult
task in these systems. Therefore, it is a challenging job in
massive MIMO to simultaneously serve the huge number
of users [4]. The TDD mode [7–10] is widely considered in
all the existing works on massive MIMO. Since, the downlink channel may estimate by exploiting channel reciprocity through the uplink training. This mechanism is also
called as a green technology as it consumes minimum
power. Unfortunately, there is no such manifest in FDD
systems, rather it consumed huge power and spectrum.
Since, it required separate pilot-based channel estimation
and uplink channel feedback. Recently, in [11] a two-stage
precoding scheme has been proposed to reduce the CSI
feedback and pilot overhead in the FDD system.
Based on the same two-stage precoding framework,
authors in [12] proposed a design of user grouping and
scheduling of users in massive MIMO FDD system. In [13]
a new agglomerative clustering method is proposed to
efficiently simplify the user clustering process. In paper
[14] the authors have developed three novel similarity
measures algorithms for user grouping such as weighted
likelihood, subspace projection and Fubini-study method.
They also suggested two clustering scheme, i.e. hierarchical and K-means clustering. In [15], a dynamic user
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clustering algorithm is proposed which does not require
covariance matrix estimation; hence it reduces the channel
feedback. To improve the throughput and fairness of the
system a joint user grouping and resource allocation
scheme with dual-layer beamforming TDD-long term evolution-Advance (LTE-A) system is proposed in [16].
For multi-user MIMO downlink system, a joint spatial
division and multiplexing (JSDM) were explored in [17].
A random-based dynamic grouping strategy is proposed in
[18] for cooperative coevolution to cope with large scale
multi-objective optimization problems. A joint grouping
and scheduling scheme are proposed in [19] for fair user
scheduling in large scale MIMO network for the application of internet of things scenario. Based on users’ classification in [20], a low complexity two-stage user scheduling
scheme is proposed. [21] proposed a cooperative user
scheduling algorithm in massive MIMO system specifically
to reduce the number of feedback users and decrease the
system computational complexity.
From the above literature survey, it is observed that
there are no such schemes which jointly applied the user
grouping, user selection, and antenna scheduling algorithm
with low complexity in massive MIMO to improve the
system data-rate. We use four methods jointly like user
grouping, user selection, antenna scheduling and precoding
scheme in massive MIMO system for data-rate enhancement. In general, to achieve the higher system data-rate and
to reduce computational complexity, an optimal grouping
method and determining the best users in each group is
most important. To resolve this issue, in this paper, we
considered K-means clustering method for user grouping.
For user selection we consider semi-orthogonal user selection (SUS) and random user selection (RUS). If there are
only a few active users, some groups may barely have users
while some other groups are overloaded. This work will
motivate the researchers who are working on massive
MIMO for system date-rate improvement. Since, we jointly
use user grouping, user selection, and antenna scheduling
with precoding schemes for enhancement of system datarate in massive MIMO.
The contribution of the paper is summarized as
follows:
 Grouping the users with K-means clustering algorithm.
 This work proposes two user selection methods, such
as intra-group and inter-group SUS algorithm, intragroup and inter-group RUS algorithm.
 Antennas are scheduled based on the maximum gain
of the channel.
 We use ZF and minimum means square error
(MMSE) precoding schemes for reducing the interference amongst its own group and other group users
which results in improving the system data-rate.
 The calculated computational complexity of modified
SUS proposed algorithm is explored in Tab. 1.
The rest of the paper is presented as follows. In
Sec. 2, the system model is described in detail. The algo-
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rithm is defined in Sec. 3. Simulation results are discussed
in Sec. 4 and finally concluded with a conclusion in Sec. 5.
Notations: Throughout the paper, unless otherwise
specified, bold lower case, bold upper case and upper-case
Greek letters are used to represent vectors, matrices, and
sets, respectively. Correspondingly (0, μ) represents the
complex Gaussian distribution.

2. System Model
A downlink TDD based massive MIMO network is
considered for our analysis. We considered the BS has M
antennas and N users having both single transmission and
reception antenna. The model is shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1
we have marked an area as a weak signaling zone [22]
because the BS signals strength is very feeble and users on
that area generally very negligible. Hence, we considered
that area’s radius is Rw = 120 m. Excluding the weak zone,
the users are distributed uniformly and that area’s radius is
R = 1000 m. We have divided the N number of users into
G = 6 i.e. G = {g1,…,g6} a number of groups, using the Kmeans clustering method. Such that N = GU, where U is
the number of users consisting in each group. During the
transmission and reception of data at the transmitter and
receiver scheduled and selected u = 24 numbers of antennas and user pairs from M antennas and N users respectively for each time. We also considered that the channel is
small scale fading (SSF) characteristics and large-scale
fading (LSF), and the channel coefficients are Rayleigh
fading in nature. The downlink N × 1 received signal vector r is given by (1)

r   Qx  z

(1)

where ρ and z are the scalar downlink transmit power and
additive white Gaussian noise. The x  M × 1 is the
transmit data signal vector having power constraint
E{||x||2} = 1, where x = Ps with s = [s1, s2, …, sK] being
the symbol bearing signal of the users and P is the precoding matrix with constraint E{(PPH)}=1. Q is the downlink
channel matrix defined as

Q  DH

(2)

M×N

is the matrix of fast fading channel coefwhere H  
ficients between the M BS antennas and N users. Every
element of H is independent and identical distribution random variables with zero means and unit variance i.e.
(0,1), D is a diagonal matrix which is written as

Dk ,k   k

.

(3)

Assuming path loss and shadow fading,
βk = Rf /(Rk /Rw)a. Rf is the shadow fading variable with the
standard deviation σshadow being a log-normal random variable. The distance from the kth users to the BS is Rk and the
path loss exponent is a. The maximum coverage distance of
the cell is R and there are no users within the minimum
distance Rw. The kth received signal vector is expressed as
in (4).
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each group. For the semi-orthogonality measurement, the
angle (θ = 0.1) among the users is considered. In intergroup and intra-group scenarios, both the SUS and RUS
technique are used. In SUS algorithm the users are selected
those are orthogonal to each other within the groups as well
as in other groups. In the RUS method the users are selected randomly from each and every group. In both cases,
antennas are selected based on the maximum gain of the
channel. In both the algorithms, select 24 pairs of users and
antennas from 6 groups and from each group select 4 numbers of users. All the algorithms are implemented and performed with MATLAB simulation software. After the
selection and scheduling of antennas pair we use the ZF
and MMSE precoding schemes to reduce the interference
of the same group and other group users. The steps of SUS,
RUS and AS algorithms are described below.
Fig. 1. Grouping of users in massive MIMO system.

rk   q k Pk sk  

K

 q k Pi si  z k

Algorithm-1: Semi-orthogonal user selection (SUS)
(4)

SUS Steps;

i 1,i  k

The kth row of Q is qk, P is Pk and for z is zk. Hence,
using (3), equation (2) can be rewritten as



q   k hk .



(5)



The signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) of
the kth user is

SINR 
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.
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Using (5) in (6), the above equation is rewritten as

SINR 
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2
2
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2
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(7)

K  K 1;
While i < K
For each k in  do
h k h k 1

h k h k 1
end
2



 U  argmax k h k ,



I K  I K  U ;    \ I K
Channel vector of selected user hK = hK,
i=i+1
end
ISUS  I K



 k  i 1,i k h k Pi  1
K

,

Initialization: Number of BS antennas M;
Number of users N;
Iteration i  1;
User set   {1,…,k,…,N};
Selected user set K  
To select first reference user, 1 =argmaxK h
k ,





th

The system capacity rate Ck is for the k user is

Ck  log 2 1  SINR  .

(8)

Algorithm-2: Random User Selection (RUS)
RUS Steps:

Equation (8) is finally expressed as
2


 K h k Pk

.
Ck  log 2 1 
K
2

 K  i 1,i k h k Pi  1 





(9)






3. Description of Algorithms
For the separation of users, we use K-means clustering algorithm. The users are separated into some predefined groups with the K-means clustering algorithm that is
shown in Fig. 1. After the users are separated into groups
used, SUS and RUS are used to determine the best users in








Initialization: Number of BS antennas M;
Number of Users N;
Iteration i  1;
User set   {1,…,k,…,N};
Selected user set K  
While i < K
Randomly select users U from 
I K  I K  U ;    \ I K
Channel vector of selected user hK = hK,
i=i+1
end
I RUS  I K

2
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Algorithm-3: Antenna Selection (AS)
AS Steps:






For each user in SUS/RUS, Channel vector of selected user
hK = hK,
No. of BS antennas M; Iteration j  1;
Base station set   {1,…,m,…,M};
Set of selected base station antennas K,N  
While j  N
2



 A  argmax i h k ,i



I K ,N  I K ,N   A ;    \ I K ,N ;
Channel vector of selected user and antenna hK,N = hk,i
jj+1
end
K,N =SUS/RUS – AS






3.1 The Complexity of the SUS Algorithm
In the SUS algorithm the count of flops begins from
iteration n = 1 to N. In every iteration, a newly selected
semi-orthogonal user is added to the set containing earlier
chosen users. In each iteration, new users which are semiorthogonal to the users in the set are found and from which
the one with the largest channel vector norm is kept and
added to the set, with (nN)2M flops. The algorithm terminates when the pre-definite number of semi-orthogonal
users are selected. The final expression of φ is as shown
below.



M  N  M 16n  12   2n  2   
1 



4
NM
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n 1 12 M  1 N  1  N 
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2
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1
  M 2N  .
G

Hence the complexity of the SUS algorithm is
1/G{O(NM2)}.
Reference
Modified SUS algorithm

Computational Complexity
1

Reference [23]
Reference [24]

3

Tab. 1. SUS algorithm’s computation complexity comparison.
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Parameters

value

N

600

downlink power (ρ)

8 dB

Path loss exponent (a)

3.8

θ

0.1

The radius of the coverage area (R)

1000 m

Weak signaling zone (Rw)

120 m

User-selected from each from (s)

4

Number of groups

6

Total number of selected users from different groups (u)

24

shadow fading variable (Rf)

8 dB

Tab. 2. Simulation component value.

In RUS algorithm required only one iteration to select
a pre-define number of users, so its flop count is 1 and
complexity O(1).

4. Results and Discussion
For exploring the performance of semi-orthogonal
user selection and antenna scheduling (SUS-AS) and random user selection and antenna scheduling (RUS-AS)
algorithms with ZF and MMSE precoding, we implemented the algorithms with the MATLAB simulation of the
massive MIMO system varying the number of BS antennas. Throughout the simulation, we consider different parameters with values as shown in Tab. 2. The simulation is
performed using MATLAB software.
Figure 2 shows the average sum-rate versus a number
of BS antennas M for two proposed scenarios in a massive
MIMO network with two modified proposed algorithms
with ZF and MMSE precoding. And s = 4 numbers of users
are selected and scheduled from each group and total
u = 24 numbers of users are selected from each model with
scheduling algorithm SUS-AS and RUS-AS. The simulation results as shown in Fig. 2 show that the average system
data-rate increases non-linearly with increasing M for both
the scenario. One of the two proposed scenarios in intragroup with SUS-AS with ZF precoding has the maximum
data-rate whereas inter-group has the minimum. At smaller
M the difference of data-rate between scenarios is very
small and at higher M the difference is high.
In Fig. 3, we have plotted the performance of each
proposed scenario separately with all the algorithms and
precoding schemes keeping N and SNR the same. It is clear
from Fig. 3 that the average data-rate increases almost
linearly with M. Moreover, in Fig. 3 it is explored that the
average data-rate is higher with all the algorithms and ZF
precoding than MMSE precoding for both the scenarios.
However, the average data-rate difference is less at lower
M and higher at higher values of M in all the scenarios with
all the algorithms and for both the precoding schemes.
We observe from Fig. 4 that the SUS-AS algorithm
offered the highest average system data-rate than the RUS-
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AS algorithm. Also, the trend of an increase of average
data-rate with a variation of BS antennas M is almost similar in both the algorithms with ZF and MMSE precoding
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Fig. 2. Average data-rate versus number of BS antennas M for different scenarios in massive MIMO network with (i) SUS-AS algorithm with
ZF, (ii) SUS-AS algorithm with MMSE, (iii) RUS-AS algorithm with ZF, (iv) RUS-AS algorithm with MMSE.
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Fig. 3. Average data-rate versus the number of base station antennas M for ZF and MMSE in (i) intra-group scenario with SUS-AS algorithm,
(ii) intra-group scenario with RUS-AS algorithm, (iii) inter-group scenario with SUS-AS algorithm, (iv) intra-group scenario with
RUS-AS algorithm.
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(i) Intra-group average sum-rate with ZF

(ii) Intra-group average sum-rate with MMSE
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(iv) Inter-group average sum-rate with MMSE
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Fig. 4. Average data-rate versus the number of BS antennas M for SUS-AS, and RUS-AS algorithms in (i) intra-group scenario with ZF,
(ii) intra-group scenario with MMSE, (iii) inter-group scenario with ZF, (iv) intra-group scenario with MMSE.

5. Conclusion
We explore the simulation results for the performance
of intra-group and inter-group massive MIMO system,
considering perfect CSI and both SSF and LSF with ZF and
MMSE precoding, with variation in the number of BS
antennas. The evaluation of performance is studied using
two user scheduling techniques such as intra-group and
inter-group SUS; and intra-group and inter-group RUS.
The antennas are scheduled based on the maximum gain of
the channel in both cases. The users are distributed uniformly in the geographical area of radius 1000 meters. The
results show that the average system data-rate increases
non-linearly with a number of BS antennas irrespective of
scheduling technique, SUS-AS being the highest with ZF
and in the intra-grouping scenario, whereas RUS-AS being
the lowest with MMSE and in inter-group. In this study, we
have also measured the cost of system computational complexity in both the scenarios for the SUS-AS scheduling
technique which is shown in Tab. 1 which also shows that
our modified proposed SUS-AS algorithm has lower system computational cost. Moreover, one of the major advantages of our group-based SUS-AS algorithm is that
when the number of groups in the massive MIMO system
increased, the computational costs also decreased; that is
observed in Tab. 1.
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